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Background  

LPS has investigated this location many times over the years.  Not least, because the site is in an area that was 

previously very quiet and away from the rest of the village.   
 

As in previous investigations there is one area of the cemetery that always produces some form of activity and 

this time was no different.  The legend is that the sound of ghostly children’s voices can be heard and maybe in 
the past this was possible.  However with the ever increasing housing estate and roads you are more likely to 

hear the sound of traffic than ghostly children’s voices.   

 

Pre-Investigation 

Upon arriving in the cemetery to look around the location in near daylight one of the team members had her 

large earing pulled from her ear and thrown to the ground in front of her.   After investigating this further the 

team moved to another section of the cemetery where members of the team experienced chills and a sense that 
they were not wanted and this links very well to previous investigations at this site. 

 

The team arrived at the church approximately 21.30 and searched the area making observations around 

the surrounding areas. Dawn took photographs in various places along the border and overlooking the 

graveyard as well as the church itself. The digital camera was set to auto focus but kept freezing 

intermittently, that hadn't happened before.  When the team entered the grounds it was noted that the 

atmosphere was tranquil and calm. 

 

The team then walked across the front of the entrance then proceeded along a different path to the west 

around the side of the church, as Dawn walked the path her earring (pierced closed) was pulled out and 

thrown to the ground with force and bounced off the path. 
 

22:00 North East section of the Cemetery   

The team the continued off to the north east of the graveyard where they set up their equipment. 

 

22:00 Silent observations were undertaken in order to listen for ghostly children’s voices for a short 

period but all the team heard was noise pollution from the nearby roads and village.   

  

This was followed by a EVP experiment during which Dawn felt an unsettling male presence.  She felt 

the male spirit didn't want her to be there, not negatively or aggressively, but he was frustrated. Then, 

Dawn suddenly felt very cold despite it being about 12-14° a warm summer evening.  At the same time 

Andy felt someone standing behind him but was unable to detect anything with the equipment. 

 

22.30 Silent vigil ends and Dawn states she has heard footsteps running back and forth twice behind the 

trees. Nothing was observed visually with the eye and Andy did a check using both infrared and 

thermal imaging cameras which did not show anything else present.  

 

22:35 EVP Experiment begins and ends at 22:50 

Subsequent review of the sound recordings reveals heavy traffic noise that would cover most EVP 

except for very loud responses of which there were none. 
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23:00 Northern area of the graveyard.  

The team moved to the north of the graveyard seated between two trees in front of the path. Silent 

observations were made then a series of requests were called out by team members. Dawn offered a gift 

of chocolate or an apple if communication was made with her. 

 

 

EVP Response  

During the olivus experiment the question was asked if the spirits name was “Bob” a response recorded 

on audio comes back as “Bob Yes”.   

 

Physical Response 

One of the cameras was found tipped over (unexplained)  

 

23:15 – 23:16  The team heard heavy footsteps to the west of the church come very close to them 

during the Ovilus session, then a couple of minutes later Dawn heard the same heavy footsteps to the 

east and as that occurred the Ovilus produced the word east.  The steps then stopped almost next to the 

team followed by a pause.  Then the footsteps continued until they faded as if someone had walked right past the 

team but members were unable to see them despite the clear area in front of them. Once again Andy checked this 

using a thermal imaging camera and a full spectrum camera but nothing was found.   
 

Olivus Experiment  

The Olivus experiment resulted in the following communication  

Apple (Dawn has been offering an apple to spirits) 

Pendent – (Dawn is wearing a pendent) 

Video (video cameras were being used) 

 

The following sentence was made using the words that came up on the Olvius three  

 

“Jim Murphy, Carol Green Earthen (made of the earth) fiddle human men outside (laugh) alright 

rewind moment automatic count entire amount sixty cattle appear change highway wave fly”   

 

23:30 Western side of the graveyard 

At 23.30 the team moved to the west side of the graveyard, as they walked through Dawn felt a 

presence following them.  The team set up, observed then called out various requests during which 

Dawn felt the presence was once more behind them as they sat. 

 

End of investigation 

Following the end of this investigation at St Owen, the team visited both Moot Hall and Elstow abbey 

as part of a quick investigation of the location. 

 

St Owen Post investigation analysis 

To conclude, Dawn sensed the atmosphere at the church was one of contentment without threat. The 

presence felt male, large in stature dark with heavy footwear/boots. He was concerned as to why they 

were there; Dawn sensed he didn't want any help. Also that out of consideration for us he wanted us to 

leave the area. Dawn felt that the earring was pulled out with intent by a different presence to that of 

the large male. 

 

 


